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E XC LU S I V E

A RETURN
TO SPLENDOUR
Martin Brudnizki’s hotel and hospitality projects defy convention
with their unabashed love of glamour

I

f destination bathrooms were a thing, Swedish
designer Martin Brudnizki could be said to have
spawned the trend. Look no further than his
recent designs at The Ivy Dublin where gold leaf,
verre églomisé, maximalist wallpaper and swish
seating have had the hoi polloi loitering with
intent. Take also the swan taps, silk ceilings and scalloped
marble vanity units at Annabel’s in London’s Mayfair, a
small but no less important part of the private member
club’s £55m make-over. Or the recently-opened University
Arms, Cambridge, where Alan Bennett narrating The
Wind in the Willows enhances a visit to the loo. These
bijou powder rooms are an extension of his aesthetic. “I
love colour, pattern and mixing art into interiors to give a
space substance. In doing so I feel like the space suddenly
has a narrative,” he explains. “There is never a rush to have
everything complete at one point, a room grows with you
and you can still be adding art, objects and furniture even
20 years later.” Not that there is much space to squeeze
in further details in any of his latest projects. Walls filled
with art are a style signature, as is a layering of comfort and
botanical decor. “When I first started designing hospitality
spaces they were still very much a functional thing: hotels
were where you went to sleep and restaurants where you
went to eat. Now they are more holistic. Everyone who
visits them wants an experience and to feel an emotional
connection to a space. This is one of the first things we
taken into consideration when designing a space.”
Last year saw the opening of The Beekman in New York,
where dusky velvets and tasselled lamps revive a sense of
the Gilded Age. This year his redesigned Coral Room at
The Bloomsbury, London exudes glamour and gravitas
in the historic Irish-owned Sir Edward Lutyens building.
Other bars, in hot spots such as Soho House, invite guests
to people spot and steal style ideas. “I’ve been enjoying
revitalising the use of traditional passementerie; tassels,
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“LEAVE YOUR
EGO AT THE
DOOR AND
LISTEN TO
YOUR CLIENT.”

bullion fringe and trims. It’s amazing how by adding a
trim or fringe detail to a chair instantly lifts it. It suddenly
looks complete.” It’s easy to see the link between this and
his muses – Dorothy Draper, Carlo Scarpa and Paul Dupree
Lafon – in addition to his upbringing. “I grew up surrounded
by very beautiful things, thanks to my mother’s eye for
great design. Our home was filled with the vibrant colours
and patterns of Josef Frank and Svenskt Tenn. I was also
inspired by the architecture of Stockholm, especially that
of Gunnar Asplund. So much so, I actually took inspiration
from his curved lines at City Hall and transplanted them
into the interiors at Aquavit, a Scandinavian restaurant
in London. It’s such a beautiful city, you can’t help but
be inspired.”
With studios in New York and London, he calls West
London home. He shares it with his partner Jonathan
Brook who runs the communications department of
Martin Brudnizki Design Studio. “We enjoy going to The
Pig’s Ear in Chelsea for simple British food and visiting the
Sir John Soane Museum where I am a patron.” At present
he is completing projects in Miami and the Grand Hotel
Stockholm. “For me, luxury is all about quality and having
the ability to tell a story. A space should have an enduring
quality to it; why design something that’s so current when
it will just look dated within a year? Luxury should feel
infinite.” n PMcC

From top left:
1. The main dining room at
The Ivy Dublin in Dawson
Street. 2. A bathroom at
Annabel's, Mayfair, London.
3. Martin Brudnizki
4. The Coral Room bar at
The Bloomsbury, London.
5. A corner of The
Coral Room; www.
thedoylecollection.com.

DESIGNER WISDOM
FAVOURITE COLOUR? Coral. TOP SHOPPING
DESTINATION? I recently enjoyed an antiques trip
to Brownrigg in Tetbury in the Cotswolds.
BEST INVESTMENT? Use quality materials and reliable
craftsmanship; it may be the more expensive option to
begin with but it will be a lasting one. It’s so important
to get the basics right first – then you can build up from
that. STYLE PICK-ME-UP? Planting. There’s something
about introducing verdant planting or fresh flowers into
a room that instantly breathes in life. They can be very
calming too. A DESIGN NO-NO? Spotlight LED lighting
in ceilings. It’s so brash and totally ruins an atmosphere.
DREAM COMMISSION? A residential project on the
Swedish Archipelago. MOST EXCITING INTERIOR?
Chatsworth never fails to
5
inspire me, even after many
years of visiting it. BEST
LESSON LEARNED? Leave
your ego at the door and
listen to your client.

TRAVEL ESSENTIALS?
For a day flight; a good book
and plenty of water. For a
night flight; silk eye mask and
cashmere blanket. Eat before
the flight and go to sleep as
soon as you take off.
www.mbds.com

